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“Data price and value in B2B digital platformization”

- ANRT FutuRIS report (2019)
Data value stems from combining datasets of various origins
Security by design to foster an industry of trust

KEY WORDS

The value of data, a function - extent to which they are protected by their producers, users and owners.

Significant material and soft investments and results from level expert contributions.

Quality of IT infrastructures, interoperable technologies, resources, and set of rules] immutable and auditable.
The move towards platformonomics as an approach to resist the temptation of differentiated treatments

ON SPACES

1. A common action space developed between competition law and competition economics during the platformization of markets.

   self-regulation under constrained structuring platforms
   ... made auditable by the public authorities in defense of the general interest

2. A space for dialogue, partially mediated by technology, to be developed.
I wish you very fruitful ISDA Winter Days!
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